DAILY INSIGHTS
Daily Insights include charts with brief analysis – focusing on trends expected to impact the market
outlook and putting short-term developments into a longer-term perspective. Leveraging the power
of digital technology, the product augments traditional investment research with an exclusive online
community to provide a richer and more immersive experience.
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Deliverables
INSIGHTS:
FF

Morning Meeting: A same-day window into the ideas and debates of our strategists

FF

Key Releases: Detailed analysis of the day’s economic data

FF

Featured Insights: Focused and brief analysis of global financial market trends

FF

The Week Ahead: Find out what BCA expects in the week ahead

ASK A STRATEGIST: Interact with BCA strategists online. Access all Q&A to uncover
what is relevant to the BCA community.
INSIDE BCA: Learn what our strategists are reading, view their comments on controversial
themes and views, read interviews with members of the financial community, and discover
suggested research from the BCA vault.
POLLS: Share your opinion with the BCA community. Search previous polls for insights
on key topics. Have an idea for a future poll? We are listening.
MOBILE: A completely online and interactive experience, the service can be viewed
across all platforms, including desktop, tablet and smart phone.

Chief Strategist: Harvinder Kalirai
Harvinder Kalirai is Chief Strategist of BCA’s Daily Insights service. Mr. Kalirai also has
a cross-functional role that includes shaping the research view and communicating
this message to BCA clients at an executive level. From late 2008 to early 2016,
he was Chief Strategist of BCA’s Foreign Exchange Strategy service. Prior to joining
BCA, Harvinder was Head of Currency Management at CIBC Global Asset Management.
Previously, he held various positions at State Street Global Markets from 2000 to 2007,
including Senior Macro Strategist (London), Head of Currency Research, Asia-Pacific
(Sydney), and Senior Strategist (Boston). He was also a Senior Economist at IDEA (New
York) from 1996 to 2000 and an Analyst at the Bank of Canada (Ottawa) from 1995 to
1996. Harvinder has an MA (Economics) and a BCom (Finance) from McGill University.
He also holds the CFA designation.
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